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Participants: President-Elect Jimmy Carter

Vice President-Elect Walter Mondale

Secretary of Defense, Donald Riimsfeld

Attendees: Jack Watson, Carter Transition Director
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Secretary and Deputy Secretaries of Defense,

and Transition Coordinator for DOD

PLACE MD November 22, 1976
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Blair House

The President-Elect opened the discussion by indicating his

appreciation for the Secretary's willingness to

discuss e various issues with him, expressed his hope for

a smooth transition, and the need for obtaining a variety of

information so that he would be fully prepared to assume

responsibility on January 20. He indicated that there were

several topics that he hoped to discuss with the Secretary

including the following: the budget, decisions that are going

to be made both before January 20 and in the early months of the

new Administration, changes that the Secretary would have made

had President Ford been elected) and a general assessment of

military force balances and trends. He indicated that he wanted

to meet with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, come p to the Pentagon,
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perhaps have lunch with the Secretary and the Chiefs, see the

facilities and have a quasi-social event to get acquainted

with the Chiefs. Re asked the Secretary to give him the kind

of information that he would want if he were the new President,

"which you may be some day."

The Secretary responded that he had held a meeting with the

Armed Forces Policy Council (which he explained) the day after

the election and haml said essentially the same thing to the

Department, i.e. that in preparing for the transition they

should behave as they would want Incumbents to behave were they

the ones to be arriving. He stressed "that I am personally

available co you at your time and convenience." He notad

that ha had just met with the President and they had discussed

the transition in general and that he, the Secretary, held

views identical to those of the President and the President-

Elect.

In the area of the budget he indicated that the President had

?Itf« 9J44.L
to provide Gernor Carter with whatever information

he wanted.

Carter raised the subject of the SALT agreement, noting that it

was widespread knowledge that the Department of Defense and the

Department of State had substantial disagreementon SALL

He asked how that could be resolved in the next

Administration. Carter noted that it was a continuing problem,

fata']. to the success of the
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talks. Ra asked how the system worked to arrive at a common

decision. The Secretary explained the role of, DOD, DOS, NSC

in its effort to arrive at a common position, particularly

the role of the VÇrification Panel. This led to a discussion of

the role of the Chiefs of Staff, and the President-Elect again

indicated that he would like to meet with the Chiefs and come

over, perhaps for a briefingetc. Rumefeld strongly

supported that notion and indicated further that it would be

useful for the President-Elect to plan to meet with the Chiefs

of Staff at least once every three months, because in a

L
crisis, personal knowledgo'rug relationships with these

men was very important.

The President-Elect asked how the new intelligence set-up

was working. The Secretary responded that it was still too

new to and that it was still an unnatural period

for the intelligence community after the recent reorganization

and intense Congressional scrutiny. Furthermore, Rumsfeld

indicated tiat his own belief in competition in intelligence

and the importrnt role that each does in balancing the other.

The President-Elect asked 1f nine separate intelligence efforts

were needed, to which Rumefeld responded that it vas important

that the National Command Authority pay particular attention

to intelligence and command and control. He indicated that there
refocus

be action forcing events to ïTht. the intelligence

effort on those things which the users needed. He stressed the

en users and producers of intelligence, to
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which the President-Elect responded that all of his meetings

ro date had highlighted the saine point -- Kissinger, Bush, and

Lynn. Ruinsfeld went on to note that there was and would continue

to be a tug of war, particularly the legal issues in the

intelligence arena and, when asked by the President-Elect,

cited the example of the request of the Department of Justice

for information picked up for other purposes within the

National Security Agency.

Carter asked if the Secretary bad given thought to the organization

and structure of the Department and asked if any studies on

organization were available. The Secretary responded that yes,

there were studies, and pointed to two overall considerations

in organizational change: one, that there must be a continuing

effort to create a cohesive defense establishment, because the

United States cannot afford the luxury of three Services going

in their own directions. This meant that there was some

in the Department of Defense, unlike possibly other Agencies,

in a delegation or decentralization. Two, that the civilian

Civil Service was a very important part of the Defense Department

and to remove a certain layering within the Department might

create the danger of creaming off the civilian control

so important in our consitutional system. He continued that

there were extensive and fairly well developed p'ane, noting

the effort by Elli Brebis, and offering to give those papers

to the President-Elect if ha wished them.
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Commenting on some organizational specifics, the Secretary

indicated that he favored one Deputy and only ione Deputy.

He indicated that he had needed the second Deputy for treating

the intelligence problem during a crucial year. fie further

suggested that he might want to group various offices

under three or four Under secretaries and cited as an example

combining DWIC, ISA, and Entelligence. Providing the

President-Elect with a xerox of the overall DOD organization

chart, the Secretary noted that Defense Agencies group

needed several adjustments as well.

The two principals discued the National Command Authority

and focused on two points: (1) flow does one satisfy oneself

that the JCS through the NMCC and their communications link

are competent to handle crises and day-to-day activities on

their own without constant direction by the National Command

Authority or the Secretary of Defense, but are responsive to

directioiv and f unnaling the proper kinds of information up

to the decision makers (NCA) at appropriate times.

The Secretary drew the distinction between the day-to-da

activities of an engagement such as VietnamVt (2) The two

discussed who was responsible for carrying out strategic and

tactical ddcisions. The Secretary, in this context, explained

the relationshi the President, the Secretary of Defense,

the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the other Chiefs of

Staff serving as the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Commanders

of the Unified and Specified Commands. He also noted in this

q'á
r
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the distinct role of the Service Secretaries and the

fact that they are not in the chain of command.

Secretary meeei how important it was for good

people to serve on the Joint Staff and in the Office of the

Secretary of Defens , and how important it was that

w 1tq&r "- ';' - - -
so hat good people would be attracted to thbse jobs.

Ultimatelghe'WtL.44, that at the present time, criais

management was still very reliant on power at the

senior level. As it is now, the staff for the Unified and

Specified Commands, along with the Joint Staff do basic

contingency planning, but it is the brain power of the Secretary

of Defense and the President, with some assistance from the NSC

process and the NSC staff to really manage crises. He stressed

the importance of contingency planning both at the conceptual

and detailed level. The President-Elect asked whether the

reviews of strategic planning was periodic and/or regular. The

Secretary indicated that basically it was an annual event,

although the discussion showed the t was

in 1969, although very few changes had actually been made

after that review.

The President-Elect asked what the role of the White Rouse

Military Aide was, noting that the Secretary had down graded

it. He indicated that he didntt necessarily disagree with

that, but was interested in the Secretary's view. The Secretary

responded there was no substantive justification for that

office and that the eztra :.;' was irrelevant and to some



stressed the importance of relating directly to his own

Chief of Staff and National Security Advisor and for

remaining in constant contact with conununications. The

President-Elect indicated that he agreed.

The President-Elect asked whether the President ever meets with

the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff or with the Chiefs

of Staff in the absence of the Secretary of Defense. The

Secretary responded that the law indicated that the Chairman

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff had direct access on request to

the President of the United States, In further discussion of

the role of the NSC, the Secretary indicated the importance of

revitalizing that institution. He noted in particular, that

that body's ability to undertake certain studies across the

national security field has been weakened in recent years.

The President-Elect questioned whether his National Security

Advisor should "be somewhere between Scowcrof t and

Kissinger." In other words, what about his strength, his

authority, his relations with the Secretary of State, etc.

The Secretary responded that personally he would operate with

an inside person versus an outside person. The President-Elect

joked ( that Ethat meant someone unlike Kissinger whose

approach was something less than as a private advisor to the

Sacra tiary.

Paga 7

degree confusing1 11e further
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The Governor indicated that he had spoken several times to

Senator Sam Nünn and commented on his strong support for

NATO. The Governor indicated that he would be giving a

statement to Secretary Kissinger on his supports because he

will not be President until will not make a

statement of his own He asked if there was

a commensurate study in DOD available on the subject of NATO.

The Secretary ecplained that the Hollingsworth report was done,

in fact, at the request of the Department of Defense4

after discussions with Senator Nunu,, and that the Senator and

the Department were working from the same documents. The

Secretary also stressed that ir was really a collection of

observations on the readiness and conventional posture of

the NATO allies. The Governor asked the Secretary

boil down what ho would recommend to a fl--)

President, because his views were particularly helpful. He

indicated that the Secretary was "uniquely qualified" to give

those views because the government was unlikely to have someone

for sometime with his perspective from both the white House and

the Department of Defense.

The President-Elect asked about the problem of shipbuilding

claims. The Secretary indicated that ha would try to pull

together some information on this very complex £ssue. 11e

indicated the two different approaches within the Department

and stressed that of the Deputy (Bill Clemente) who was eager

to get these settled, get them behind the Department, so that

the Department could move ahead. He contrasted that to
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Admiral IU.ckover's viewpoint who wanted to hold the shipbuilders'

"feet to the f ire" and as a result no new ships were being built.

The Governor asked if there were any actions to change the procedures

to solve the overall problem, not specifically the problems that

were currently under negotiation. The Secretary indicated that

he would get a briefing together, soma paper on this probleiu,and eL

Department's assessment, and indicated his own distress that

he was leaving such a serious problem behind..

foreign
The President-Elect asked about how/military sales decisions

were made, particularly about the quantity and quality of

weapons. The Secretary discussed the role of the State

Department, the Defense Department, and the NSC group, and

in response to a question from the Governor, the role of the

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. (NOTE: the Governor did

not recai]. the exact name of

After discuBsing the question, the Governor asked to review

that process an example a request by either Iran or

Saudi Arabia to buy weapons for "Y" dollars, 'The

Secretary reviewed the Process) ) dias well that it

was important tó sort out the bureaucratic players in this

process and commenting on the fact that the criteria, currently

in effect, was not bad, but did not seem to make much sense to

the American people. Re noted, as an ezample, 5 weapons sales

to Jordan.
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The Governor asked about the Secretary's current assessment

of military preparedness and readiness and indicated that he

had heard some rather serious in this area. The

Secretary noted that the problems and tradeoffs between

Vietnam and modernization and readiness and indicated that

he could provide this information by Service category or

any other means that the President-Elect eared to look at it.

Re indicated that readiness was a lot better this year than

it was las; and a lot better last year than it was the year

before There is heavy emphasis in the Department ae«&

the conventional arena, as a hope for keeping the strategic

threshold very high. He noted the five year plan$t)A4ø1

The President-Elect asked whether the Secretary thought ..

budget for th Department was better than an annual budget.

The Secretary indicated that he had not given this issue a

great dea]. of thought, but noted that Congress, in its desire

to micro-manage and avoid some of the greater and more

difficult policy isues, might find that approach difficult

The Vice President-Elect a8ked what the Secretary's reactions

were to the high manpower cost the United States versus

Soviet Union and asked what basic studies had been done on that

issue, nOtn %t*I careers, pension contributions, grade

creep, etc. The Secretary responded that these were under study

with the Quadrennial Review of Military due to be

completed within about a month.
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The President-Elect asked what the status of current recruitment

efforts were. The Secretary referred the quethtion to flerbits,
who responded that the Services were using a 11market' approach

which meant that quality moved up as long as there was an

available market and down accordingly. This approach meant,

however, that the Services always stayed right on the edge of

making it or not making it to maximize quality, and therefore

the all volunteer force always had the appearance of "just making

it."


